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Aktract

Because word boundaries are not apparently indicated in
Asiart languages including Japanese, word indexing cannot
simply be applied. Although dictionary-based text segmen-
tation techniques enable word indexing, they have some
problems such as dictionary maintenance. N-gram indexing,
another conventional indexing method, suffers from increase
in index size. This paper proposes a new statistical index-
ing method. We fist propose a segmentation method for
Japanese text which uses statistical information of charac-
ters. It needs only a small amount of statistic information
and computation, and does not need constant maintenance.
We secondly propose a new indexing strategy which extracts
some overlapping segments in addition to the segments ex-
tracted using the existing strategy. Thus it increases the
effectiveness of retrieval.

1 Introduction

In recent information retrieval (IR) studies, ranking retrieved
documents in order of their relevance to the query is consid-
ered an important function [22]. Most IR systems compute a
document score based on weights of indexing units extracted
from a given document and a query. An indexing method
which extracts (or generates) indexing units horn text is,
therefore, one of the ihndamental processes in IR systems,
and greatly ai%cts retrieval e%ctiveneas [5].

Because text is written in natural language, indexing
methods differ between languages. In English or other Eu-
ropean languages, for example, words are usually used as
indexing units, and large scale evaluation experiments have
shown that word rndexing is quite effective [9]. In some
Asian languages such as Chinese, Japanese, and Korean
(CJK), however, word boundaries are not indicated by de-
limiters such as spaces. Therefore the question of what kind
o.f indexing units should be used for CJK has been studied
extensively [4][6][12][14] [1~[18][27].
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One way to handle these languages is by using a large-
scale dictionary and complex linguistic knowledge and seg-
menting the text into wordsl [6]. Once words are identfied,
techniques used in English are applicable, and one can ex-
pect to obtain the highly effective retrieval obtained with
English IR systems. We call thismethod dictionary-baaed
word indexing. One problem with this kind of indexing,
however, is that the dictionary and linguistic knowledge re-
quire constant maintenance and make retrieval systems large
and complicated.

The n-gram indexing [3] is therefore sometimes used in
CJK. An n-gram is an n successive c.haracters.z The n-
gram indexing usesas indexing units n-grams extracted from
the text, and retrieved documents are rrmked according to
weights of the n-grams [3]~12]. The n-gram indexing ia at
least as effective asdictionary-based word indexing [6][12][17]
[27], but the index size tends to be large because this kind
of indexing extracts overlapping n-grams from text.

Another method that solves the problems of dictionary-
based word indexing is one that uses a statistical segmert-
tation of text. This statistical word indexing uses words as
indexing units, but the words are ideatifwd using statistical
information instead of a dictionary and linguistic knowledge
[14]. But, because statistical segmentation is usually less ac-
curate than dictionary-baaed segmentation, retrieval is also
less effective [271.In Japan, there are only a limited number
of researchers investigating statistical segmentation meth-
ods [15][25][26], and a few IR systems using the statistical
word indexing [1][1~.

This paper focuses on the statistical word indexin.e for
Japaneee-IR systems. It first proposes a statistical seg&n-
tation method for Japanese text. Because this is a simple
method that uses statistical information of characters, it is
&e horn the problems of the dictionary-baaed method. This
paper also proposes a new indexing ‘strategy that extracts,
in addition to the basic segments detemnined usrng the ccm-
verttional segrmmtation strategy that breaks text disjointly,
overlapping segments that merge more than one basic seg-
ments. Because even when the conventional method fails

arenotmede adhriifmprafiior Commemial edvantsge, the cepy-
right noticq the title oftbs publkatiom and its date appear, end notice is
@-ti_kby_@&tiAC~k.To~y*~
torepubl&tapadon aerversor to distribute to lists,requiresspecific
pmisshn emvarfee
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lIt should be noted that what a word ie in CJ K not
clear[6][14][16] [12]. This paper defines a word aa the smalleat lan-
guage unit whkh maintain8 meaning (eometimen called aa a mOr-

pheme elsewhere).
2A siogle character ia s special caae of the n-gram whan n = 1. So

the characterindexing[6][271which treata single character as index-
ing units is considered in thie paper to be kmd of n-gram indexing.
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to identi~ some words, merged segments sometimes corre-
spond to these words, this strategy can rmult in much more
effective retrieval than cau be obtained using the conven-
tional dictionary-based word indexing and the n-gram in-
dexing. In addition, to achieve the same level of retrieval
e&ctiveness, the size of an index file is smaller that that
needed when using the n-gram method, because non word
segrmmts are lees likely to be extracted from text.

This paper is organized as follows. The next section de-
scribes dictionary-based word indexing and n-gram rndex-
ing. Section 3 explains a statistic word segmentation method
for Japanese, and Sections 4 details a new indexing method.
Section 5 describes an evaluation experiment and its results.

2 Conventional indexing methods

2.1 Dictionary-based word indexing

To apply the word indexing to Japanese, it is necessary
to segment text into words by using a morphological an-
alyzer. There are two types of parsing methods: one based
on a smaU dictionary that contains only a limited number
of functional words (closed-lexicon segment ation), snd the
other using a large dictionary that ideally includes all the
words in the universe (open-lexicon segmentation). Since
the meaning of a compound word, which is tlequently found
in Japanese text, can be expressed using other phrases or
pMsages made up of its component words, component words

need to be identified in retrieval. The closed-lexicon method,
however, cmmot identi& component words in a compound
word and therefore does not perform ss weU as open-lexicon
segment ation doez [12][171[18]. This paper thus addresses
only the method using the open-lexicon segment ation, and
it calls the word indexing using this kind of segmentation
dictionary-baaed word indexing.

In this indexing method, a phrase ‘YVY@!#fiW#R&”
(protection of rain forests in Asia) can be segmented in the
following way: “Y VT”(Asia), “UY’(in), “#!ll#”(tropical),
“W’(rz&), “#’(forests), and “RIiS’’(protection). All of
these words, or the words remaining after elimiiatiug the

functional word (“0”: particle), are used ss indexing units.

Dictionary-bsaed word indexing hss, however, the fol-

lowing probIem[23]:

(1)

(2)

2.2

Because dictionary-based segmentation cannot iden-
tify unknown or new words that are not registered in
the dictionary, the dictionary needs to be maintained
constantly. However, the maintenance requires human
works aad thus costs very much. In addition, since a
morphological analyzer is not free horn making errors
even when the dictionary includes the complete list of
words, sad these errors deterioratee the effectiveness of
retrieval.

Because a morphological analyzer is generally heavy
and complex software, it takes much time in indexing
and combining the analyzer complicates IR systems.

N-gram indexing

An n-gram is a string of n successive characters extracted
from text. N-gram indexing[3], ignoring word boundaries,

extracts all the n-grams including overlapping ones as the

indexing units, and retrieved documents are rded accord-

ing to weights of n-grams instead of words. Because there is
no need to parse text by using a dictionary and other rules,
it is free from the problems mentioned above. Although this
method misses word-level semant its, it never lose words by
parse errors at word segmentation. As a result, it is at l-t

as ei%ctive as dictionary-based word indexing [6][12][171[27].
However, compared with the word indexing, because this

method extracts many more indexing units, the index file

becomes larger.

With hi-gram (n-gram when n = 2) indexing, the above
phrase “Y ‘2YUM!W7R$WMW is segmented as ‘Y ‘i”, “V
Y“, “70’, “D*”, %*”, “W%”, ‘m#”, ‘%kf%”, and
“t%~”. Notice that out of nine hi-grams there are only
two words, “#?l#F”(tropical) and “$7cW (protection), and one
compound word “ iFI#” (rain forests).

When applying this method to Japanese, which has about
7000 distinct characters, n is usually set to 1 or 2 [2][8][11][19].
Because, as for the word length, words consisting of two

characters are the most frequent in Japanese [16], the bi-

gram indexing achieves better performance thau does the

uni-gram (n-gram wha n = 1) indexing [17. The hi-gram
indexing, however, cannot handle efilciently single-character
words which are frequently found in Japanese [19]. To pro-

cess a singlecharacter query “*(tree), for example, it is
necessary to retrieve all the bi-grems that contain ‘S” such
as %kicn (big tree), “W*” (which also means “tree”) and
so on. Because there are about 70CH)diikent characters in
Japanese, there are potentially 14000 hi-grams containing
%“. Off course, not W of the 14000 hi-grams appear in
real text, but still a large number of hi-grams need to be
processed for a single character query, resulting in slower
retrieval. In addition, the uni-grem indexing has an ad-
vantage for thesaurus efkts: since kanji (a set of Chinese

characters) is ideograms, if two words share the same kanji

character, they have some conceptual relationship [6].

We therefore think it is better to combine n-gram (n > 1)

indexing method(s) with the uni-gram indexing. We call this

kind of rndexing multiple n-gram hdexhg. When the

uni-gram indexing end the hi-gram indexing are combined,

what is extracted from the sample phrase is: “Yn, “‘9”,

u 7“, “o)”, %“, “*”, “m”, “W’, %+”, “s”, “79”, ‘v

Y“, ‘YvY’, “uM!l”, “#W’, “4HF’, ‘RWF’, “#f%”, and ‘%

@“. This idea is similar to the combination of word-based
indexing and character-based indexing [V, but because that

combination requires natural language processing in order

to identify words, we prefer the multiple n-gram indexing.

3 Statistical Word Indexing

Statistical word indexing uses words as indexing units,

but text is segmented into words by using statistical infor-

mation [14]. This section proposes a statistical segmentat ion

method for Japanese text and explains its application to in-
dexing.

3.1 Segmentation principlo

One of the big advantages of a statistical word segment a-
tion method is its robustness; Since the dictionary-based
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segment ation method is usually depend heavily on a dicti~
nary to identify words, it caurtot process unregistered words.
On the other hand, es statistical methods process text using
statistical information (data) of n-grams and so on, they cart
identify words that are unknown at the preparation of the
statistical data. Therefore, the statistical methods do not
require constant maintenance of statistical data as needed
in the dictionary-based approach, aud thus one can consid-
erably reduce the mairttenauce cost.

There are several approaches in statistical segmentation

[10][14][20][24][27]. We prefer a method that is baaed on the
likelihood of a character pair(bi-gram) being a word bound-
sry and breaks a given text at pairs (points) which have
large likelihood [24][27’l; it is easy to collect statistical data
necessary for the segmentation and requires less computa-
tion [10][171.

In our previous study, we had developed a statistical seg-
mentation method using hi-gram statistics [17]. The method
used, as for hi-gram statistics measure, statistical probabil-

ity (named the segmentation probabW1ty) that a given

bi-grem to appear at word boundaries. It was used only in
a post-processing of query word extraction, i.e. to identify
component words in a kanji compound word which was ex-
tracted from query text using a closed lexicon parser [1~.
Note that multiple n-gram indexing was used at document
registration in our previous system.

In this paper, we extend the method so as to index fill
text without using arty parsers. Because, in Japanese. there
are several character clssses end their grammatical functions
and usage patterns in writing are different from each other,
the classes should be taken rnto consideration in segmen-
tation [1][6][25]. Therefore, in our new method, the seg-
mentation probability of a given character pair is at first
determined according to the classes of the pair’s constituent
characters:

● The segmentation probabilityy between characters of
the difkrent cIassesis set to 1.0 because sucha point is,
in most cases, a break between two words. The main
exceptions are conjugational parts; the head is usu-
ally written using kanji but the conjugational part is
writtm in huagaua But, because conjugational parts
are not very important in information retrieval, the
segmentation of text at changes in class might work
well.

● The segmentation probability between characters of

the same class is determined as follows:

hiragana: hiragana is a set of phonetic characters and
is usually used to write conjugational parts or
functional words such as particles, conjunctions
and auxdiary verbs. Because most of these words
are not useful for retrieval,we set the probabilityy
of hiragana pairs to 1.0 rtndsegment a hiragana
sequence into single chttracters.s

‘There are hiraganasequences that form nouns such as WA?’
(cancer), sU‘A” (refuse) and so on. However, because our retrieval
system uses an inverted file which records positional information of
indexing units in a document, it can correctly process queries with
such hiraganawords.

katakana and kanji: katakana is artother set of pho-
netic characters, and kanji is a set of Chinese
ideograms. They are mainly used to write content
words such as nouns and verb-heads. Because
a lmtakana sequence and a kanji sequence some-
times form a compound word, these sequences
need to be further segmented. We therefore seg-
ment them according to the segmentation proba-
bilities between katskana pairs or kauji pairs es-
timated as described in the next subsection.

ASCII: an ASCII character (letter of the English al-
phabet or numeric character) sequence generally
forms a foreign word, a proper noun, or a number.
Therefore we do not segment the sequence, and
set the probabtity of ASCII pairs to 0.0. Excep-
tions are delimiters such as spaces and punctu~
tion marks. They are excluded from the indexing
units, and the probabilityy of pairs whose first or
second character is a delimiter is set to 1.0.

3.2 Estimatingsegmentationprobabilityfor kanjiandkatakan

To segrmmt any lumji or katakana sequences, it is necessary
to compute the segmentation probabilities between all pos-
sible kanji pairs and all possible katakana pairs. Collecting
these probabilities requires a morphologically analyzed cor-
pus in which words are identified manually or automatically.
However, because there are nowadays several kinds of such
corpora open to the public, IR system developers do not
need to establish them. 4

Given an analyzed corpus, the segmentation probabilityy
of a pair is determined by dividing the number of times the
pair appeared at boundaries between two diihmt words
by the number of times the pair appeared in any place. It
is ahnost impossible, however, to gather, from au existing
corpus, the probabilities for sll the possible pairs; Japanese
has a large character set, rmd thus the number of possible
pairs is enormous.

We therefore estimate a pair’s segmentation probabil-
ityy by using statistical information about its constituent
characters[17j. It is assumed that the segmentation proba-
bilityy of a character pair cic~+l, P,,~(qq+l ), is a product of
the tail probability of the first character G, P~cil(ci), ~d the

head probability of the second character q+], &ad(G+l ):

~te~(c~ci+] ) = ~iail(ci) x ~h..d(ci+l ) (1)

Here, F&d(c) end ~t.i~(c) are gkm by:

pAe.d(C) =
#(c appeared at the head of words) (2)

#(c appeared at arty place

P~.iJ(C) = #@#yc=p&::l’:: ;Q;ds) (3)

where #(x) represents the number of times of x’s occur-
rences.

It is much more easy to compute the head and tail prob-
abilities of all the possible characters than to compute the

4Even when they try to establish such a corpus by themselves,
gathering statieticat data is a processseparatefrom indexingitself.
Therefore,atthougha parser might be neceaeary to establish it, the
maintenance of diet ionaries does not become problem here.
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Table 1: Example of head and tail probabilities.

I Ktmn I

L
.

lHade prob. l~P rob.
\ 541 I

# 0.2546 0.8573
m 0.6866 0.7377
# 0.3629 0.8512
defaul t 0.5859 0.500 1

a
I Head prob. I Tail prob.

Y I 0.4180 I 0.4279
4 0.2394 0.1114
!2 0.2785 0.0823
z 0.5505 0.0451

segmentation probabilities of aUthe pwmible charactm pairs.
Another advantage is that the amount of data needed is
smalk proportional to the size of the character set.

There may, however, still be characters that appeared,
in a given corpus, only a few time or not at aU, so statistical
data cannot be obtained for aUkanji characters? To handle
those less fiequemt characters, default values are introduced
for the head and tail probabfities for kanji. The default
values are computed as foUows:

p::w:di=

~c#(c appeared at the head of words) (4)

~= #(c appeared at any place)

= ~c#(c appetmd at the tail of words) (5)

~C #(c appeared at any place)

In our experiment we used a morphologically analyzed
corpus, RWC-DB-TEXT-94-l.a It had been developed by
the Real World Computing Society in Japan and its con-
tents were about 100,000 Mainichi newspaper articles that
appeared in 1994. Table 1 lists some of the head and tail
probabiiitiea gathered from the corpus. These values are
used to compute the segmentation probabilityy of the char-
acter pair”m” as:

Ptaii(%) X ~e~d(~) = 0.3599X 0.2545 = 0.0916.

The probabilityy of anoth- pair”@W’ (sudden shower), whose
iirst character is a less frequent one, is computed using the
defkult tail probabUity:

P:if-lix Phed (m) = 0.5001 x 0.6866 = 0.3434.

3.3 Sifnph indaxbg bad on sagfnantation probabifitias

Using the segmentation probabilities determined aa explained
above, text is segmented into disjoint parts at points whose
segment ation probabilityies are great m than a segmentation

6Becsuee the number of distinct katakana ch~acters is small
(a~;&90), surb a lean frequent kstakana does not exit.

get its order form via
http: f Irn. n~p?or. jp/VSVO/mcdb/tut/index .htal.

Y (katakana)

Y (katakana)

Y (katakana)

U) (hiragana)

% (kanji)

# (kanji)

i$5(kanji)

$$ (kanji)

% (Iamji)

@ (kanji)

0.1046

0.0619

1.0000

1,0000

0.0916

0.5894

0.2676

0.4761

0.0289

Figure 1: Segmentation probabtities for the sample phrase.

threshold T.e~. The resultant segments are used as the in-
dexing units.

For the phrase used in the example of the previous eec-
tion, the segmentation probabilities are computed as shown
k Figure 1. wlt~ T.eg = 0.2, the sentence is broken rnto
‘Y ‘YY”, WY’, “%*”, “iR”, W’, “%*, and the correct
rmswer is obtained.

4 Ovdapping StAatkal Word Indexing

4.1 Problams with the simple statistical sagmantation

In the statistical word indexiug method, the threshold value
controls the segmentation result. when the threshold value
is large, text is not segmented at word boundaries with low
probabilities, some words are therefore not extracted, and
some relevant documents are missed at retrieval. when the
threshold value is smaU, on the other hand, some words
are unnecessarily divided into smaU parts or even rnto sin-
gle characters. Because word semarttica are lost in such a
case, unsuitable documents are sometimes ranked inordi-
nately hi@. In this way, the threshold value greatly influ-
ences the retrieval ef5sctivertess:7 there is an optimal value
between Oand 1, and an extreme value degndea the perfor-
mance [lfl.

Eva when the optimal vahte is used, however, the model
used to estimate the segrnentation probabilityy is too simple
to refiect various phenomena m natural kguage. Thus it is
sometimes impossible to break text properly by simply con-
trolling the threshold value. For example, the segmentation
probabditiea for a compound word “~&A\l#” (an dicial
residence of an ambassador) are computed as “~ 0.1822 &
0.1652 ~~ 0.0017 E+$”. Because the probabilityy of a word
“Xtl?’(ambassador) is greater than the probability of %!
~AL7’which lies between component words UA&” and ‘JAL
&’(official residence), the simple method cannot correctly
segment this compound word. The accuracy of the segmen-
tation in the simple statistical method is not as much as
that obtained in the dictionary-baaed one. Consequently,
the simple statistical indexing is inferior to dictionary-based
word indexing imd/or to n-gram indexing. It should be

‘The threshold value also fiects the index S* and the retrieval
efficiency [171.
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noted that even if a more sophisticated segmentation model
is used, it is ehnost impossible to keep up with all the phe-
nomena in natural language.

4.2 Overlapping indexing atratagy

Because it is impossible to compute the ideal seg.nentation
probabfity, the segmentation strategy — segmenting texts
into dkjoint parts — needs to be modified if we are to solve
the problem described above. Our modification is as fol-
lows:

(1) Setting the segmentation threshold smaller than the
optimal value for the simple str egy so as to pre-

lnvent compound words remaining segmented. We

call these small segments by basic segments.

(2) Merging more than one baeic segment into a large seg-
ment if they satisfy a condition which will be explained
later.

Although some basic segments are mermiuglessly small
and do not coincide with words, a merged segment mrue-
times constitutes a word which cannot be extracted by the
simple method. In addition, some merged segments might
correspond to compound words that represent the mean-
ing of text more clearly than the case without them. The
merged segments, in this way, improve the effectiveness of
retrieval. As a merged segment overlaps the constituent bw
sic segments, we name a rndexing method that uses this
new segmentation strategy overlapping atatiatkxd word
indexing.

Because the new strategy generates more segments from
text, the index file might become large. Thus, to limit this
inaease to a reasonable range, the condition mentioned in
Modification (2) needs to be introduced. However, if ,we
simply limit the number of segments to be merged, the pm-
sibility that non word segments wregenerated increaaes and
the retrieval etfectiverteas might deteriorate, To limit the
number of segments without decreasing the retrieval e&c-
tiveness, we again utilize the segmentation probability: we
merge basic segments that auy of the probabilities betweea
two neighboring segments are less thart a newly introduced
merge threshold ‘1’merg.s

when N-character text CICZc.. cN is given, segments are
extracted in the foUowing way:

(I)%ti=landj= l(the beginning of text).

(2) Find next Cj whose P,e~(cjcj+l ) > T,.,, ad extract
li8egInellt Ci. ,.Cj. If it fiiils to find such a character,
extract a segment Q o.. CN and go to Step (4).

(3) If ~tep(cjcj+l) < Tmerc, go to Step (2).

(4) Find next ci whose ~se~(cici+l) > T,.g, and set j = i
and go to Step (2). If it fails to tlnd such a character,
the algorithm terminates.

81t should be ~ot~ that thig segmentation strategy b not limited

to our method using the segmentation probabMty. It ie applicable to
other methods such M one using hi-gram’s mutual information[24].

Table 2: Parameters used in the experiments.

In-document kquency
normalization constant Kd 0.0,0.2,0.5,1.020507.3.

Document length constant A 0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1.0

When T,eg = 0.10 and T&g = 0.20, the compound
word “fi&/AM” which the simple strategy fails to segment
correctly is processed as follows: the basic segments (“X”,

‘%!” and “*@”) and the merged segments (“k@”, “X&
/L\~ Wd S@/AL~ ) me ~tr~~. Th~ is, two words _

the component word “A&” (ambassador) rmdthe compound
word “A@’+.~&?n— became to be additionally identified.

5 Performance Evaluation

5.1 Retriaval system

We are now developing an IR system for Japauese docu-

ments, and this system is called EXTRA (Extensible RAnk-
ing retrieval system). By using object-oriented technology
in implementation of EXTRA, it is able to deal with various
indexing methods and ranking models. Thus we used it as a
platform for evaluating the indexing method proposed here.

As for a ranking mode~ we used a probabilistic model
originally proposed by Robertson [21] and modifwd to con-
trol the etkct of the document length in normalizing the
term’s in-document ikxpmncies [1~. The relevance value
r(D) of a document D is computed as:

t f;

“Kd(A& + (1 - ~))+ tfi ‘
(6)

whexe dfi is the docum~t &~uency of hdexing units ti, qfi
is the ti ‘S in-query fiWUCIKY, ~d tjiisthe ti ‘S bdocurnesit
fiequ~cY. Kq and Kd are constants ibr normalizing qji
and tfi,and iV is the number of documents m the mllec-
tion. L and L=meare the le@h of the target document
and the average document length in the colledion, and A
is a constant for controlling of the effect of the document
length. Note that A = 0.0 means that the documeat length
does not contribute the relevance value.

In this experiment, various combinations of Kd and A
shown in Table 2 are evaluated. Note that Kq in Formula
(6) is fixed at 0.0, since the retrieval requests are rather
short and Kq has no impact on et%ctiveness.

5.2 Test collection

Our experiment used the BMIR-J1 test collection[13]. BMIR-
J1 was provided by the Database Constriction Working
Group for Evaluation of Information Retrieval Systems, un-
der the SIG Database System of the Information Procetwing
Society of Japan. By permission of the Nihon Keiaai Shin-
bun, Inc., it was constructed using the Nikkei newspaper
articles between Sept. 1, 1993and Dec. 31, 1993. Its statis-
tics is listed in Table 3. Although it is a small collection
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Table 3: Statistics of BMIR-J1.

number of lterns
average length (chr.)
minimum length (chr.)
mtuirnurn length (chr. )
total size

%
12
2

28
—

articles
600
703
102

3802
872K13

as you cart see, it is the only one available for evaluation of
Japaneae IR systems.

Retrieval effectiveness was measured using recall, the ra-
tio of the number of relevant documents retrieved to the
number of relevant documents in the entire collection, and
precision, the ratio of the number of relevant documents re-
trieved to the total number of documents retrieved [5][22].
Furthermore, the amount of extracted rndexing units — the
number of dktinct units and the number of total units —
was measured.

5.3 BeeelineResults

We first evaluated the performance of the conventional irt-
dexing methods: dictionary-based word indexing (Diet-word)
and n-gram indexing (N-gram). To implement Diet-word,
we used the “Chasen” Japanese morphological anrtlyzer.g
For evaluating N-gram, we tried several n values: the simple
n-gram indexing for n = 1,n = 2, and n = 3; the multiple
n-gram indexing for n = 1 + 2 and n = 1 + 2 + 3. Notice
that the two methods are equivalent when n = 1.

FiWre 2 shows recall-precision curves. As we have eval-
uated, for ed indexing method, many combinations of
Kd and A and there is not enough space to show all of the
results, only the best csaes are plotted on the figure (param-
eter settings are shown in the legend of the figure).

In the simple N-gram, the best performance was achieved
when n = 2. The reason why the hi-gram indexing performs
betta is that two-character words are the most frequent iu
Japanese and the bi-grarn indexing captures them without
exception. However, this performance was slightly inferior
to the best cme (n = 1+2) of the multiple N-gram. Average
precision of 11 recall points [22] of the best simple N-gram
was 0.462, and the best multiple N-gram yielded 0.483 (4.S%
higher). These results confirmed our hypothesis that one
can obtaio better performance by combining more than one
n-gram indexing. Diet-word was less effective than N-gram
because compound words, especially katakana ones, were
not properly segmented using the C!hasen parser because
its dictiormry contains about 80,000 words and looks not
enough to handle newspaper articles in BMIR-J1.

~ble 4 lists the numbers of indexing units. Diet-word
extracted the least number of total units and is considered to
be the best method in terms of the inverted file size. As for
simple N-grams, the number of distinct units increases as n
increases, but the number of total units are almost the same
because they extract n-grams at ahnost every character pm

sition in every document. Multiple N-grams accumulated

gIt is one of the most widely-used pamem in Japan and available
via http: Ilcacttu .Ust-nua. ●c. jp/lab/n.lt/ehas~ .ht,ml.

~ Dictiomry-bssed: Kd=O.5, lsmbda=O.4
--- N-gmm (n.1) K&2.Q b~.6
-+- N-grstn (n.2) Kd=O.5, hmbda-O.2
---- N-gIWI (n.3): JM=O.5, lunMa=o.8
- ~.. N-w (n=l+2) Kd=O.5, hd&=O.6
-+. N-grsm (n=l+2+3] Kd=O.5,lmrMa=O.2

1.0

1

0.OL--!-Q2
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Recen

Figure 2: Recall-precision curves for the conventional meth-
ods.

Table 4: Number of indexing units for the conventional
methods.

k f
dtinti? U&l

~]ctlonary-based Word 15m
N-gram (n=l) 2:123
N-gram (n=2) 54,082
N-gram (n=3) 173,324
N-gram (n=l+2) 56,205
N-gram (n=l+2+3) 229,529

=

numero
total units

.
438;119
437,519
436,919
875,638 I

indexing units by its component indexes: n = 1 + 2 doubles
and n = 1+2+3 triples the number of total units compared
with simple N-grams.

5.4 Results of simpleatat”~icelwordindexing

h evaluating the performance of the simple statistical index-
ing, we used various values h the segmentation threshold
T..9: 0.00, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, aad LOO. The best results
(and their parameter settings) for each threshold value are
shown in Figure 3. As one can see from this figure, preci-
sion was considerably low when T,e~ = 1.00. It corresponds
to the simple segmentation based on only character classes,
meaning the necessity of irttreducing the segmentation prob-
abilityy. The performance increased wth decrea.wng T,eg,
and became highest when T., ~ = 0.15. Fhrther decreases in
T..n, however, yielded lower precision. This is just what we
would expect from the srguments in Section 4.1. Avemge
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~ Tsc@.oo: Kc14.2,lauMa414
-,-. Tsc#20: Kd=l.0, lamMa=O.4
-+- Tseg=O.15:Kd-1.0, lwnMa=O.2
-+.. Tseg=O.10:Kd=2.0,lamMa=O.4
-* .. Tseg=O.05:Kd=l.0, lamMa=O.6
-+-. Tseg=O.00:Kd=l.0, lamMa=O.6

1.0
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0.8-1
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Figure 3 Recall-precision curves for the simple statistical
word indexing.

Table 5: Number of indexing units for the simple statistical
word indexing.

I number or
T,.gI distinct units
1.00 I 22533.

-1--
0.20 8;966
0.15 7,274
0!10 5,469
0.05 3,856
0.00 2,193

number of
total units

271,267
300,875
317,502
337,986
359,156
392.472

precision of the best case (T,.r = 0.15) was 0.448. It was
7.2% worse than the best multiple N-gram, and only 3.096
worse than the best simple N-gram.

l’bble 5 lists the numbers of indexing units for the various
T,.g values. According to the decrease in T,.g, text is broken
into smallez parts, This is why the number of distinct units
decreased while the number of total units increased. Even
m the case of extracting the largest numb= of total units
(T,eg = 0.00), the number was less than any of N-grams.
This means that this simple method outperforms the n-gram
indexing from the viewpoint of the index size.

S.5 Raaultsof ovwkpplng ataddKd word indaxing

We measured the ptzformance for various combinations of
T,., and merge threshold Tmcr,(O.lO, 0.20, . . . 1.00). It
should be noted that only combinations which satisfy Tm,,e ~

~ N-gram(n=l+2)
- *. Tsag=O.20
-+ Tscg=O.lS
-+-. Tseg=O.10
- +-. Tse3=0.05
-+-. Ts&MO

0.55

1

1
P-

.-X---* ---34 .-.-U

l?~=- ●

0.50 H“,*. _.& .-.* --A-.-4

$::,-%
0 <

. . ~. .&

.$;

!’ # .-
:/”A-’

J/4 0.45
: *-{,/i ,. Z=..= --+-9--9

o..~
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Tmerg

Figure 4: Average precision for various T~.,#s.

T,.~ were evaluated because no segments are merged other-
wise.

Figure 4 represents average precision for various T,.*
and Tm.,p combinations. Average precision increased with
increasing Tm.,s, and for all T..~ reached their peeks around
Tmerg = 0.5. The best performance (average precision =
0.513) was obtained when T,.~ = 0.05 and T&,e = 0.50.
This T,e~ was, as we expected, smaller than the optimal
value (2’s.s = 0.15) for the simple segmentation strategy.
Compared to the average precision (0.483) obtained with
the best conventional method, N-gram (n=l+2), the pro-
posed method outperforms it by 6.2%. The performance
gain increased to 11.0% when compared to the best simple
N-gram (n = 2).

The dect of Tm.,~ is illustrated in Figure 5, which shows
recall-precision curves obtained when T,., = 0.05. With in-
creasing T&~, precision increased at low or middle recall
ranges. This is because newly extracted (compound) words
helped clearly represent the meaning of text and mainly im-
proved the order of highly ranked documents.

Table 6 lists the numbers of indexing units for various
~.,g values when T.,, = O.O5. As Tmerg increased, moreT

s~ents were merged and extracted, and both the number
of distinct units and the number of total units increased.
The number of total units WSS,however, still 42% smaller
than it was with the best multiple N-gram, tmd only 16%
larger than with the best simple N-gram. That is, compared
with the best conventional m~hod, the proposed method
showed the better retrieval effectiveness with the smaller
index.
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~ Tmerg-O.05: Kd=l.0, lambdd16
---- Tmcsg=O.10:Kd=l.0, lamMa=O.6
-+- T~gao.20: Kd= 1.0,lambda=O.6

-+.. Tmcrg=O.3CkKd=2.0,knbda=O.2
-+ .~Tmerg=O.4& Kd=2.0, lsmbda4L2

-+.. Tmerg=O.50:Kd=l.0, lambde=O.2
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Figure 5: Recall-precision curves for the overlapping statis-
tical word indexing.

Table 6: Number of indexing units for the overlapping sta-
tistical word indexing.

0.10
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50 T

nurnero numero
distinct units total units

3, 5,15
5,834 377,933

11,693 416,559
20,106 460,411
28,609 490,918
35,524 510,572

6 Conclusion

This paper proposes a new method for statistical indexing
of Japanese documents. We have developed a statistical seg-
mentation method that uses the head and tail probabilities
of characters az well az character classes. This method is
free born constant maintenance of data as needed in the
dictionary-based segmentation method. ln addition, be-
cat we it requires only a small amount of statistical infor-
mation and computation at segmentation, IR systems can
be made compact. We also proposed m overlapping index-
ing strategy for the statistical segmentation method. This
method extracts words that cannot be extracted when the
conventional segmentation strategy is used, and it incressea
the efktiveness of retrieval. It also helps reduce the index
size below the size needed for n-gram indexing.

We have implemented the proposed indexing method on

EXTRA, which is a retrieval system for Japamse docu-
ments, and have evaluated it by using the BMIR-J 1 test col-
lection. The experimental results contkued that the method
performs better than the conventional indexing methods
— dictionary-baaed word indexing and n-gram indexing —
from the viewpoints of retrieval efktiveness and index size.
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